Acoustic microcavitation: its active and passive acoustic detection.
In this work acoustic microcavitation in water is studied primarily at 0.75 MHz and 1% duty cycle. To detect cavitation, two kinds of acoustic detectors are used. The first one is an unfocused, untuned 1-MHz receiver transducer that serves as a passive detector. The other one is a focused 30-MHz transducer that is used in pulse-echo mode and is called the active detector. Cavitation itself is brought about by a focused PZT-8 crystal driven in pulse mode. The active detector is arranged confocally with respect to the cavitation transducer. Both the interrogating pulse and the cavitation pulse arrive simultaneously at the common focus, which is the region of cavitation. With the test chamber filled with clean water, no cavitation is observed, even when the cavitation transducer is driven to give its peak output of 22 bar peak negative. Cavitation is, however, observed when polystyrene microparticles are added to the host water. Our view of how these smooth, spherical, monodispersed microparticles give rise to cavitation is described with some estimates. An attempt has been made to understand whether the presence of "streaming" affects the thresholds, and it has been found that the active detector field affects the cavitation process.